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I. Introduction 

The main goal of the research effort supported by this Grant was the 

systematic development of well-defined, unambiguou5 and practical methods 

for making truly ab-initio calculations of the electronic properties of 

crystalline solids. Prior to the grant period, nearly all calculations 

of solid state electronic structure had been an independent-electron ap- 

proximation, and most of these studies were also characterized by approxi- 

mations such as the use of empirically defined pseudopotentials, the use 

of a localized effective exchange potential, or the assumption of siaa.ll 

spatial inhomogeneity in electron density. In fact, no calculations had 

been reported which would enable an assessment of the effects of these 

empirical approximations upon calculated electronic structures. Moreover, 

no rigorous calculat. on seeking to determine the energetically optimum 

independent-electron description of a crystalline solid had yet been carried 

out. This optimum description, corresponding to the solution to the Hartree- 

Fock problem, was expected to have significant deficiencies when directly 

used to estimate one-electron crystalline properties such as conductivity 

and ?nectra, but would nevertheless serve as a precise starting point not 

only for the discussion of electron interaction effects but also for 

characterizing various approximations at the indepenrtent-electron level. 

In the light of the foregoing situation, the first immediate objective 

of this research effort was the development of computationally viable methods 

for approaching the Hartree-Fock description of simple crystalline solids. 

We introduced a Fourier representation technique, which expressed a total 

electronic energy of a solid in terms of a zero-order description consisting 



of ä lattice d2 point nuclei in a uniform electron distribution. This method 

naturally leads to an expansion whose higher terms describe the effects of 

the inhomogeneity of the actual electron distribution. The method may 

readily be implemented for crystal basis functions built from Slater-type 

atomic orbitals, either in lattice sums of the tight-binding variety or in 

plane waves modulated by lattice inhomogeneities. Effort was directed both 

to the refinement of the techniques for these calculations and to the 

detailed study of the results obtained from solutions of the Hartree-Fock 

problem. During the Grant period, we succeeded in developing a set of 

computational methods permitting Hartree-Fock calculations to be carried 

out with great efficiency, and we obtained results on atomic hydrogen, 

molecular hydrogen, and lithium crystals. These results enable us to dis- 

tinguish the deficiencies inherent in the Hartree-Fock method from those 

introduced from approximations, thereto. The Slater effective exchange 

potential is found to be rather satisfactory in shape as a function of posi- 

tion in the crystal, but its location on an energy scale does not vary 

correctly with position in the energy band.  It is also verified that cal- 

culated band widths are far too wide in Hartree-Fock calculations, with 

most of the error in the location of the top of the band. 

In the course of developing our Fourier representation techniques, we 

pointed out several features which cause the methods to have more favorable 

convergence properties than was generally expected. First, the method 

concentrates into its leading terns the effects due to the long-range 

nature of the Coulomb force, removing many of the difficulties associated 

with the fact that in ordinary space many of the lattice sums involved are 

conditionally convergent. Because electron-nuclear attraction and electron- 

electron repulsion are treated parallelly they cancel to a considerable 
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extent at an early stage in the calculations. And because the formulas 

for the Coulomb and exchange portions of the electron-electron interaction 

are relatively similar, unusual difficulties are not encountered in an 

exact evaluation of the exchange contribution to the electronic energy. 

And finally, we found that a careful syranetry grouping of terms in the 

lattice sums leads to a more rapid convergence in these sums than might be 

anticipated from the sizes of individual terms. 

As has long been expected, Hartree-Fock calculations are not rdequate 

for the description of irxny properties of crystalline solids, and consequently, 

the sjcond immediate objective of this effort was to identify and start to 

implement methods for including electron correlation effects. Our initial 

efforts in this area consisted of critical appraisals of various procedures 

which had been suggested. These appraisals led us to a demonstration that 

for most metallic solids the introduction of an equivalent localized orbital 

basis would be inappropriate, with the result that we could not expect to 

use pair correlation methods of the types which have been successful for 

small atoms and molecules. An examination of various effective pair 

equations based on perturbation theory caused us tc  conclude that no justi- 

fiable formulation of this type had yet been suggested. Preliminary 

calculations were carried out in a random phase approximation perturbation- 

theoretic for the correlation energy in atomic hydrogen crystals. We found 

that the results depend strongly on the zero-order states employed, and that 

the use of Hartree-Fock zero-order states yielded much improved convergence 

relative to plane-wave states. This observation corroborates for moderate 

density solids the situation noted for atoms and molecules by comparing the 

work of Brueckner and Ma (based on plane waves) with that of H. P. Kelly, 

Das, and others (based on Hartree-Fock states). However, our preliminary 



results indicated the necessity for proceeding significantly beyond the terms 

we found it convenient to keep in the diagrammatic perturbation theory. 

Toward the end of the Grant effort we finally identified a group of 

methods which we believe will be ideal for the rigorous inclusion of electron 

correlation effects, namely the linked-cluster formalism used in nuclear 

physics by Kümmel and for some atomic and molecular problems by Cizek and 

Paldus. We examined the use of this type of formulation in solid state 

problems, and in preliminary work have shown that the formulation will be 

practical and can be carried through to a point which we expect will give 

the bulk of the electron correlation effects for typical systems. At the 

end of the Grant period, work was underway to apply this formalism to 

illustrative problems. 

A third immediate objective was the extension of our methods to one 

and two-dimensional problems of practical importance: surfaces or thin films 

and polymers. We showed how the Fourier representation formalism could be 

applied to these kinds of systems, and that the computational advantages 

inherent in three-dimensional calculations would also be found in one and 

two-dimensional systems. 

The immediate objectives of our effort have now largely been reached, 

and as the Grant period ended we were in the process of setting up the 

computational machinery for larger-scale calculations, using basis sets 

suitable for work of high accuracy and for extension to crystals with more 

complicated unit cells. Our computer programs can currently handle crystal 

orbitals built from four atomic functions of s symmetry, six p functions, 

and five d fuhctions. This basis is adequate for handling both Hartree-Fock 

and correlation calculations at the "double-zeta" level of approximation, and 

should be suitable for systems containing atoms through the first transition 

series. 



In an overall sense, our research effort exhibits several areas of 

scientific significance. Fix'st, we have shown that the techniques we have 

been developing can lead to practical results at the Hartree-Fock level 

and beyond, both for three-dimensional crystals and for systems exhibiting 

one and two-dimensional periodicity. We have shown the advantages, both 

conceptually and practically, of starting from crystal orbitals built from 

suitable atomic functions rather than from plane waves characteristic of 

a uniform electron gas. That these advantages are beginning to be more 

widely recognized is attested by the fact that an increasing number of other 

workers are using our kinds of methods for solid-state electronic-structure 

calculations. Secondly, our work moves significantly toward enabling a 

good assessment to be made of the errors to be associated with various 

empirical approximations and with the neglect of electron correlation. And 

finally, we believe that our recent studies point the way toward practical 

methods for handling correlation effects in extensive systems. 

In following sections of this report we review in more detail, first 

the work published with Grant sponsorship, and then the work completed or 

in progress and not yet published. Further sections of this report list 

publications, the personnel participating in the work, and the individuals 

and organizations with whom our research group has interacted. 



II. Published Work 

Our initial research effort was directed at "exact" Hartree-Fock 

calculations for cubic metallic hydrogen crystals (Reports 1, 2, and 9), 

In this work we used basis Bloch functions that can be best described as 

atondc-orbital-modulated plane waves. Only ls-type exponential orbitals 

were used. This is appropriate for these systems, as the only occupied 

s-type valence band is half-filled. A partitioning of the total Hartree- 

Fock energy could be made into physically relevant terms. Particularly 

noticeable is the distinction of large homogeneity and small inhomogeneity 

terms, the latter being associated with the non-zero vectors in the recip- 

rocal lattice „urns. Also the first hints emerged that a correct exchange 

treatment strongly effects the orbital energies, but not the associated Bloch 

orbitals. A more detailed discussion of these and other points can be found 

in Reports 18 and 19. 

The next system we looked at was the lithium crystal, both in the face- 

centered and body-centered cubic symmetries. In a series of publications 

(Reports 5, 11, and 12) Wvj gradually refined our methods of computation, 

using a frozen core and a valence 2s-band function similar to that for 

hydrogen. Interesting conclusions could be drawn, both when comparing our 

results with experimental information and other calculations. Properties 

were identified for which the Hartree-Fock model gives a good description. 

Again in Reports 18 and 19 a review has been given of this work. 

In our search for computationally efficient methods to handle summations 

and integrations we developed techniques also useful for the evaluation of 

Slater-orbital product Fourier transforms (Report 3) and, consequently, of 



Slater-orbital, quantum-chemical multi-center integrals (Report 6). Although 

not fully implemented yet, we have great hopes for the latter approach, as 

it seems to have the potential of being significantly more efficient than 

current methods. In Report 13 a valuable alternative is formulated to the 

"brute force" reciprocal lattice summations in evaluating the central Fourier 

transform quantities. 

In Reports }, 18, and 19 the formalism appropriate for polymers has 

been presented. Again the Fourier transform method is shown tc be very 

advantageous in handling the Madelung-type conditional convergence problem, 

and the full treatment of exchange. Applications are presently underway. 

Further Hartree-Fock work for three-dimensional crystals was done on 

the transition from molecular to metallic hydrogen under high pressures. 

In Report 16 we have published the calculations of the transition pressure 

and density. Another result that attracted considerable attention was our 

finding that, at least at the Hartree-Fock level, the transition is not 

sudden. Rather, we found a significant pressure range over which the change 

from a pure molecular solid to a metallic solid takes place. Although the 

experimental situation is in considerable doubt, it is worthwhile mentioning 

that the predicted transition pressure is remarkably close to that found 

by a Russian high pressure group. We refer to above reports for computational 

details. 

In our attempts to find the most appropriate scheme for the correlation 

corrections we made two important observations. In Report 8 we proved on 

largely group-theoretical grounds that except for the one-dimensional case, 

it is not normally possible to transform the set of occupied Bloch orbitals 

to a localized equivalent-orbital form. This unfortunately rules out the 

possibility to tr^at correlation from a localized orbitals point of view, so 



successful in molecular calculations. Furthennore, we published in Report 

14 a serious shortcoming in an electron-gas correlation treatment by Singal 

and Das, starting from a pair-correlation formulation. Although the approach 

seemed very attractive at face value, the treatment of certain singularities 

was found to be very unsatisfactory. It is remarkable, though, and possibly 

revealing, that the correlation energy at different electron densities is 

close to that obtained with quite different methods. 

The most satisfactory correlation energy treatment in metallic hydrogen 

to date, in our opinion, was published in Report 10. Here we computed the 

random-phase approximated correlation energy for simple-cubic metallic 

hydrogen, but using the Hartree-Fock band functions and energies. The 

effects of using these more realistic states are quite profound. The cor- 

relation energy at the Hartree-Fock equilibrium density is cut by about 

one-half, bringing it in line with typical correlation energies per electron 

pair found in molecules. Also the density dependence of the correlation 

energy is much weaker compared to that of the electron gas, again in accor- 

dance with typical findings from atoms and molecules. Finally, the relative 

magnitude of contributions from Coulomb and exchange diagrams is drastically 

changed: the second order exchange now makes up only a few per cent of the 

total correlation energy, compared to about 40 per cent in the electron gas 

model. 

We also investigated the applicability of plane-wave expansions for the 

Bloch functions in a Hartree-Fock calculation (Reports 15 and 17). We looked 

into this since we hoped to obtain a maximally flexible angular description 

of the Bloch functions for excited bands relevant in correlation studies. 

Although this proved to be true, the overall computational effort and the 

inherent poorer quality of the wave function near the nuclei does, in our 



opinion, not warrant this approach for high quality work. 

In Report 7 we published a note on the high-speed and high-accuracy 

evaluation of exponential integrals of complex arguments. This is useful 

in molecular calculations using mixed Gaussian-Slater orbital basis sets. 

As indicated above. Report 19 contains a comprehensive review of 

essentially all the work done under this Grant. In addition, material re- 

lated to the conditional convergence of lattice sums and two-dimensional 

crystals (e.g. thin films) has been included. 
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III. Work Unpublished at Grant Termination 

When the Grant expired, several research activities were underway in 

a "holding pattern". One of the projects, about to give many significant 

results, is the development of comprehensive computer program to perform 

Hartree and Hartree-Fock calculations on all cubic, symmorphic structures 

for first and second row elements, hexagonal close packed structure (for 

beryllium and helium) and diamond. The wave functions will be at the 

double-zeta Slater orbital level (two Is, two 2s, tw 2px, two 2py, two 2pz 

and five 3d orbitals). The conventional "tight-binding" form of the Bloch 

orbitals will be used. In the course of its development, largely by graduate 

student J. D. Pack, several important innovations were made, particularly 

in the handling of reciprocal lattice summations, discovery of efficient 

asymptotic formulas and Brillouin Zone integrations. On this last problem 

we are publishing (Report 20) a paper, that already attracts attention 

before actual publication: workers in the solid state theory group of 

;r. Freeman (at Northwestern University) are implementing the method in 

crystals with non-cubic symmetries. In essence we have found a better 

theoretical foundation anrf generalization of the popular Gilat-Raubenheimer 

methods. The significance of the method ties in the tact«? Aat it applies 

to all symmetries and dimensionalities, gives k-space interpolation to all 

orders and its convergence properties are well understood. It has greatly 

facilitated the integration over nearly spherical regions of the Brillouin 

Zone. 

The second project nearing completion is the implementation of a cluster 

expansion method for correlation effects in the electron gas. This type of 

expansion was first proposed in nuclear structure calculations by Kümmel and 
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applied by Cizek and Paldus to a few atoms and a molecule. As explained 

in earlier Interim Reports the method is very well-defined, generalizable, 

appropriate for large systems and physically attractive. Dr. Freeman is 

mainly in charge of this project, and has reached the point of actually 

including "ladder diagrams" to all orders in the random-phase approximation. 

These terms are widely considered to be the "missing link" needed fo/ a 

realistic treatment of electron gas correlation at intermediate densities. 

Many attempts have been made to include these terms, but essentially all 

approaches resort to uncontrollable approximations. If Or. Freeman succeeds 

(and all indications are he will) a highly significant result for modem 

solid state theory will be obtained. 

During th~ past half year we also have been spending considerable time 

on a stuHy of the formal structure of the cluster expansion method. We 

found ways to derive the basic equations without invoking any diagramnatic 

methods. Wick's theorem or the occurrence of so-called "unlinked" terms. We 

are still finding simplifying aspects to the theory, which is neither varia- 

tional nor perturbational in an order-by-order sense. The non-linearity and 

inhomogeneity of the equations poses special mathematical problems, such as 

the existence of multiple solutions and an uncertainty about the nature of 

these solutions. These questions are presently being investigated. 
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